Stunning Device for Large Poultry BTG
safe – effective – sturdy

- Always ready to use – No ammunition required
- Handy, simple and safe to use
- Anti-slip structured surface
- Stunning of large poultry weighing up to 25 kg and small rodents up to 5 kg to ensure humane killing
- Made in Germany

Art.-No. 9 0234 00
Stunning Device for Large Poultry BTG up to 25 kg
safe – effective – sturdy

Features at a glance:
■ Recommended shooting capacity approx. 1,000 per year
■ Length 307 mm, weight 560 g
■ Bolt diameter 5.5 mm
■ Special aluminium housing

Additional stunning devices in the F. Dick product range:

SMALL ANIMAL STUNNING DEVICE KTBG
Art.-No. 9 0232 00

Stunning device with spring action – no ammunition required
Handy and easy to use
Secure, handy, non-slip surface

Length 230 mm, weight 409 g. Special aluminium housing. Bolt diameter 4.7 mm.
Recommended shooting capacity approx. 100 per year.
For small rodents up to 5 kg and fattened poultry up to 16 kg.

CATTLE STUNNING DEVICE VSG-9, calibre 9 x 17 mm, centre-fire
Art.-No. 9 0235 00

Sturdy design, solid construction
Simple handling – superior shooting power
Safety guaranteed by safety bar for the release lever and release protection in case the head is not completely screwed on.

Length 325 mm, weight 2.2 kg. Bolt diameter 12 mm.
Housing made of sturdy burnished steel, hardened captive bolt.

The field of application depends on the cartridge capacity:
Green: Sheep and goats up to 35 kg, calves up to 100 kg and pigs up to 50 kg
Yellow: Ewes over 35 kg, calves up to 300 kg, horses, pigs up to 100 kg
Blue: Cows, oxen, bulls up to 600 kg, pigs over 100 kg
Red: Cows, oxen, bulls over 600 kg, boars, sows over 200 kg

We will happily send you detailed information about our range.